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Spotlight on... Big thank you to Warren for helping to create the workstation; Phil for 

the ongoing tech support;  Sam M for her help navigating budgeting and Carol, QE 

play specialist, for her ongoing support and encouragement.    

My Little Star by Annette Wynne 

My little star lives very high; 

I almost lose it in the sky, 

Because there are so many others, 

Sisters, cousins, aunts and brothers; 

All beside it looking down 

In the windows of our town; 

But my star is mine alone, 

I shall keep it for my own, 

Keep it where it lives so high 

In its corner of the sky; 

Other children, take the rest, 

This small star I'll love the best. 

Honouring oncology patients 

who have passed.  

 Little stars... 

Age 5: bedside teaching.  A short stay stu-

dent who was visually impaired. 

This session was based around the theme 

Space and The Earth. A sensory box repre-

senting space travel and exploration using 

rice and objects linked with space was cre-

ated.  The young person was able to discuss 

her ideas and create an adventure story 

based on her interaction with the sensory 

box. She was also  wrote  this amazing  

space adventure. 

What’s new?  
The QE school room endeavours to provide access 
to education for all children with medical needs as 
well as multisensory and complex needs.   We, to-
gether with Rachel H-SENCO,  have been looking at 
developing our skills and resources  by working 
alongside care givers and children with a range of 
sensory needs to provide them with opportunities 
to explore and learn. 

Our sensory curriculum is in the developmental 
stages and we are continuously planning and devel-
oping resources  that provide all young people with 
an increasingly rich and balanced curriculum.  

This is a snapshot of how we developed the theme 
of Space and the Earth to ensure all young people 
were given the opportunity to learn.  

Issue 2 

Once Upon a time there lived a girl in a castle. She 
was going to space, once in space you will be cov-
ered in rice. Olivia said ,”You will stay on the 
moon.” The girl walked through the forest on earth 
and found a man in the river covered in rice, the 
man fell from outer space. They gathered lots of 
rice and shooting stars around the forest. The man 
who was an astronaut was sinking in the water 
down, down and down. Olivia found his rocket with 
her friends and she went up to space. Her friends 
said, “Don’t go!” She fell from space and lost her 
voice she was covered in rice; her voice was left in 
space….  



Something good coming from covid.  We have had to alter the way we 
offer the sessions by Music in hospitals as a result of  covid.  Previously the 
musicians were set up in the playroom and patients encouraged to attend.  
Now however,  the musicians set up at the end of the ward so that everyone 
can engage with the experience.  
It was a real pleasure to welcome Kathleen Garner (singer) and Constance 
Chow (pianist) on Safari Ward. The music brought so much joy onto the 
ward especially for the young people who were unable to leave their rooms. 
There were lots of smiles, singing and dancing to the fabulous music that 
was played by the talented artists.  The biggest smile  was for “A Million 

Dreams” which was a special song for the 
patient  and his mum. 

        Extract from a recent hospital magazine article. 
 

Old Royal Naval College navigate their way to QEH   
 
Our young patients learn about stars and navigation   

Patients on Safari children’s ward and Dolphin's outpatients depart-
ment at Queen Elizabeth Hospital (QEH) were visited this week by the 
Old Royal Naval College in Greenwich.   
  
Ellen Lee, Schools Programme Manager, Old Royal Naval College 
Greenwich explained: “We are thrilled to visit the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, it is great that we can 
now go out and meet children that sometimes cannot make it to our museums because they are in 
hospital. It was lovely to see the young patients making their own constellations and having a break 
from the hospital environment and their treatments.  
We also talked about how the sailors used the stars to navigate their way across the seas around 

the world.”  

One of our main focusses this year has been to re-
connect with our outside providers, who play a 
vital role in providing a varied curriculum.  So we 
thought we’d tell you a little more about them.  

The providers are like a school trip brought to your 
bedside and offer the young people an opportunity 
to engage with education in a different way.   

We have been extremely lucky  because the provid-
ers  have given of their time generously and 
brought fun and laughter to the ward.  They all 
work within the theme but provide from an inter-
esting angle. 

The Old Naval College offer a range of free education-

al activities and workshops for school and community 

groups including ESOL and SEND groups   

Music in Hospitals & Care is a charity that improves the 

health and wellbeing of children and adults through 

the healing power of live music. 

The Royal Observatory  is our newest 
provider. We look forward to devel-
oping our relationship.                      
Bryony was very knowledgeable and 
brilliant with our students. She was 
able to engage two young people who 
were very reluctant to engage with 
learning. 



We celebrated Autism Awareness in the Hospital 

School Room this term by officially launching our 

workstation; extending our inclusive curriculum 

and with a visit from the organisation Autistic  

Inclusive who offer a range of social groups and 

activities in the Greenwich Borough.   

We really appreciated Jenny and Emma taking the 

time out to share  their wealth of  knowledge and 

experience with us. 

Our plan this year is to develop and extend the inclusive curriculum in a way that ensures that what we 

offer is as bespoke as the lessons that are taught at all the other campuses.  

Our aim is to make the curriculum inclusive and to ensure that every young person we come into contact with is 

provided with the opportunity to engage with learning in a manner that suits their style of learning. 

We are incredibly lucky to have a wealth of resources in the staff at Newhaven and being able to ask for help 

and advice from experts is amazing and has made the process an adventure rather than a chore. 

The images below reflect our changing environment and some of the resources we now have available. 

Theme based sensory boxes for bed-side learning. 



Absolute Fun — World Book Day 

 The annual fun World Book Day celebration collaboration  was on March 

3rd this year and was extra special as we celebrated 25 years of this spe-

cial event.  We dressed up in costumes and delivered books to all the chil-

dren's wards: Safari, Tiger, Hippo and Dolphin wards.  The books were 

received  with great excitement and happiness and it was roarsome!!! 

A special thank you to Carol, the librarian, for sourcing our books for us 

this year. 


